
Koori Floor - by Judy Watson - Artwork Information

Judy Watson is a Brisbane-based, Waanyi artist. The Waanyi come from the lower gulf area 
of Northern Queensland, Australia.

Information about Judy’s work:

• Judy Watson’s installation, Koori Floor, is exhibited at the Casula Powerhouse Arts  
Centre in Sydney.

• It was created in 1993.
• The piece combines ancient symbols with modern lighting in the central hall of the  

gallery.
• Watson worked on the piece with Gordon Hookey, Cheryl Robinson, Vivian Scott and 

Brook Andrew.
• In Koori Floor, the Gandangara, Dharawal and Darug histories are represented as  

belonging to both the past and the present.
• It evokes the continuing presence of Aboriginal people in south-western Sydney.

Image source: http://www.suzannvictor.com/casula-powerhouse-sydney/light-drawing-twin-dragons2.html

NOTE: The floor installation is by Judy Watson; other artworks in the gallery - including the ‘Dragon’ - are by 
other artists.

http://www.suzannvictor.com/casula-powerhouse-sydney/light-drawing-twin-dragons2.html
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kangaroo blood. Red, pink, orange, yellow and brown were made from these rocks. 
White, grey and sometimes green paint was made from clay. Black was made from 
charcoal. By mixing them in different ways, a varied set of colours can be made.

• Form - Long lines and snaking shapes; dots are used to form lines.
• Natural items - Seed pods, kangaroo rib bones, echidna quills, quartz fragments (hard 

and shiny mineral crystals, clear to white in colour; one of the main constituents of 
beach sand. It gradually changes size and form over long ages, and it is a continuing 
presence in Australia, like the Koori people.

• Found objects - Shellfish hooks, dilly bags, fishing lines, a bronze fishing spear.

Image source: http://www.suzannvictor.com/casula-
powerhouse-sydney/light-drawing-twin-dragons2.html

In addition, explain that the installation 
has been described as follows:

“A wonderfully evocative work, which 
seemed to ground the Powerhouse in its 
long indigenous past and reclaim the land 
on which it was built. The traditional names 
of the local people Gandangara, Tharawal 
and Darug snake their way across the floor 
and the rough concrete holes from which 
the feet of the turbine had been removed, 
became repositories of relics from the 
past.”

(Source: Knight, Katherine. Passion, Pur-
pose, Meaning – Arts Activism in West-
ern Sydney, Berkelouw Books, Padding-
ton, 2013. p127.)

Other information about the features of 
this art installation include:

• Colour - The colours come from 
the Earth and its natural resources. 
Paints were made by grinding  
coloured rocks into powder called 
‘ochre’. These were mixed with  
fluids such as water, saliva or  

http://www.suzannvictor.com/casula-powerhouse-sydney/light-drawing-twin-dragons2.html
http://www.suzannvictor.com/casula-powerhouse-sydney/light-drawing-twin-dragons2.html

